
Welcome to ai.dougall.dev
Blending ancient wisdom with cutting-edge AI to streamline self-discovery and deepen self-understanding. 

It's not just a tool but a portal to personal growth - blending advanced AI technology with the depth of ancient wisdom, offering users a 
unique and enriching experience that is both secure and user-friendly. Whether for personal exploration, academic research, or 
professional analysis, ai.dougall.dev offers a tailored journey to every user. 

Application Features 

• Ready-to-Use Brains: 13 diverse AI brains readily available for new users, facilitating immediate interaction and exploration. 

• Comprehensive File Compatibility: The platform supports an array of file formats, including text, audio, and video, catering to a
broad spectrum of data analysis needs. 

• Public/Private Brain Options: Users have the liberty to choose between public and private AI brains, ensuring both openness 
and confidentiality as per their needs. 

• Community-Driven Marketplace: A unique feature that allows users to share or utilize AI brains from the platform's community, 
fostering a rich exchange of knowledge and resources. 

• Custom AI Personality: A distinctive feature that lets users tailor the AI's response style, making interactions more personalized 
and engaging. 

Practical Applications 

• Academics: Chat, summarize, and connect ideas across extensive documents. 

• Sales: Utilize document analysis for insights on clients and market trends.

• Consulting: Leverage AI for in-depth client analysis and solution crafting. 

• Legal: Efficient interaction with legal documents for quick access to key information. 

User Registration and Account Types 

• Effortless Registration: With options like email and Google authentication, signing up is secure and convenient. 

• Robust Payment Integration: Seamless payment processor integration ensures a hassle-free subscription process. 

• Uncompromised Data Security: Advanced database security measures and firewalls are in place to guarantee the 
protection of user data. 

• User Account Flexibility: 

• Free Users: Enjoy access to 3 AI brains, 20 messages per day, and 5MB brain size. 

• Premium Users: Benefit from expanded capabilities including 15 AI brains, 100 messages per day, 10MB brain size.

Pricing and Subscriptions 

• Registration & Payment: Users submit their details through payment form found on: Shop | Dougall.dev providing their full name, 
birth date, birth city, hours/minutes of birth, and email. 

• Interactive Astrological Sessions: Users receive a link to their private webpage within 24 hours, where they can begin their 
personalized astrological journey. 

• Interactive Session: Within 24 hours, users receive a link to their private webpage where they can begin their personalized 
astrological journey. 

https://ai.dougall.dev/
https://ai.dougall.dev/
https://dougall.dev/shop/store.html


Flexible Subscription Plans: 

• Flexible Subscription Plans: 

• Premium Plan | Plus: Accessible monthly or yearly payment options. 

• Edmond H Wollmann Premium Package: This  package includes all premium features and exclusive access to 
advanced astrological content. 

• Custom Brain Options: Offering personalized astrological and astrology/numerology brains, delivered within 24 hours. 

If you wish to subscribe to a brain: 

1. Click "My Brains" or “Explore” in the sidebar 

• Free brains are available to use. 

• Paid brains require Plus | Premium Access. 

2. "Upgrade to Plus" to view available plans. 

Note: After subscribing, you should automatically see your new brain added to your sidebar. If not, please be patient. All notifications are 
sent to Dougall directly. If a brain is not automatically added, please email admin@dougall.dev with any issues. 

FAQs and Disclaimers 

Easy Access: No downloads required; the platform operates online with data stored securely on US servers. 

Document Privacy: Advanced database security measures are in place to guarantee the protection of user data. 

Tailored Registration and Payment Process: Users provide detailed astrological data through a secure payment form, ensuring 
personalized AI brain creation.  

Interactive Astrological Sessions: Users receive a link to their private brain within 24 hours, where they can begin their personalized 
astrological journey. 

• Data Source Acknowledgment: Astrology chart data used in generating reports is sourced from the professional astrology
software "Solar Fire V9 by Alabe". For more information on this software or to view its capabilities in detail, please visit Solar Fire 
V9. 

• NOT Astrological Consulting: While these AI-generated responses provide valuable insights based on the data entered, they
are not a replacement for a consultation with a professional astrological consultant. I strive to bring you accurate and 
enlightening information, but human touch and expert interpretation carry nuances that a machine may miss. Please note that
consultation services are not currently available. 

• Powered by Quivr: An open-source foundation 

Special Acknowledgment: A heartfelt thanks is extended to Edmond H. Wollmann, a true legend of our times who masterfully weaves 
together the essence of astrology, psychology, and metaphysics. His dedicated work over the decades has shed light on the intricate 
mechanics of reality, profoundly impacting many, including offering transformative tools that have enriched my own life journey. I highly 
recommend exploring Edmond H. Wollmann's contributions.   

Edmond Wollmann is the only astrologer on earth to predict the reality of UFOs/UAP 30 years in advance. His articles on 
astrology/psychology have been published internationally beginning in 1985. As a student of astrology and counseling astrologer for over 
35 years, he holds a professional certification in astrology and a double degree in psychology/studio art from San Diego State University. 
His self-empowering psychological and metaphysical approach to the application of astrology is inclusive and unique 
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Disclaimer: AI Personality and Content Generation 

Note on AI Personalities and Content 

ai.dougall.dev offers a feature of customizing the personality of your AI brain. It is important for users to understand the following key points 
regarding this feature: 

1. Distinct from Real Personalities: The personalities available for selection within ai.dougall.dev are not connected to actual
people. They are AI-generated profiles designed to simulate certain communication styles and traits. 

2. Source of Responses: While the AI may generate responses that are inspired by or similar to the content or contributions of
public figures or known personalities, these responses are entirely unrelated. 

3. No Representation or Endorsement: The use of any name or style associated with a known personality does not imply that the
individual is in any way responsible for, represented by, or endorsing the responses generated by the AI. 

4. Fictional Nature of Interactions: They do not reflect the thoughts, opinions, or endorsements of any real individuals whose names 
or styles might have inspired the AI's responses. 

5. User Discretion Advised: Users are advised to use discretion and understand the nature of these interactions. Responses 
generated by the AI should not be taken as personal advice or endorsement from any individual mentioned. 

By using ai.dougall.dev, you acknowledge and agree to these terms regarding AI personalities and content generation. My aim is to 
provide an engaging and innovative experience while maintaining clarity about the nature of AI-generated content and interactions. 




